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Improving the Abel inversion by adding ground GPS
data to LEO radio occultations in ionospheric sounding
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Abstract. GPS radio occultations allow the sounding of electrondensityonly dependson height). However,when a
the Earth's atmosphere(i.e. troposphereand ionosphere). LEO-GPS ray passesthrough the ionospherethe ionospheric
The basic observableof this technique is the additional delay, due to the refractivity index, of a radio signal when
passing through the atmosphere. This additional delay is
proportional to the integrated reftactivity, in such a way
that we can obtain an estimation of the vertical reftactivity
profiles using observationsat different elevation angles by
solving an inverse problem. Traditionally, the solution of
this inverseproblem is obtained by using the Abel inversion
algorithm assuming a reftactivity index that only depends
on the altitude. In this paper we present a modified Abel
inversionalgorithm for ionosphericsoundingthat overcomes
the spherical symmetry assumption of the traditional Abel
inversionalgorithm. Processinga set of simulated data and
I day of real data with this algorithm, a clear improvement
over the traditional one can be obtained when comparing
the derived critical frequencieswith the ionosondemeasurements. It is also shown that this improvement is sufficient to
measure critical frequenciesassociated with the ionospheric
E layer.

Introduction
In recent years several authors have used GPS radio oc-

cultations(i.e. signalsreceivedat negativeelevations)from
a receiveron boarda low Earth orbit (LEO) satelliteto obtain verticalionospheric
profiles(VIP). The procedures
used
to obtainVIP canbe classified
into two maingroups:(i) the
tomographicapproach(Leitinger et al., 1997, HernandezPajareset at., 1998),whichinvolvesusinga setof orthogonal
functionsto describethe electrondensity,and (ii) the Abel
transform(Hardy et al., 1993, Hajj et al., 1998, $chreiner
et at., 1999 ), which providesdirectly the electrondensity
from either the bending angle of the LEO-GPS ray or the

excessof phasedata of the signal(proportionalto the slant
total electroncontent,STEC).
The tomographic approachalsorequiresdata from ground
receivers that take into account the horizontal gradient in
the electron density. Usually, this approach involves estimating a large number of parameters and results in a low
vertical resolution. In comparison, the Abel inversion has

delay could be caused by points with horizontal distances of

ten degreesor more (more than 1000 kin), so two points
with the same height could have clearly different densities.
The second assumption is that the electron density above
the LEO can be neglected. This assumption, which mainly
affects the estimation of the outer point densities, can be

overcomeby: (i) calculatingthe ionosphericdelay above
the LEO from observationswith positiveelevations(this
can be done if spherical symmetry is supossed,$chreiner et

a/., 1999) or (ii) extrapolatingabovethe LEO heighteither
the data (Hajj et al., 1998) or, as we do in this work, the
VIP in an iterativeprocess(describedbelow).
In order to avoid the spherical symmetry assumption,

Hajj el al. (1994) proposeda tomographicinversionincluding 3-D constraints and solving for a scale factor that de-

pendson height. $chreineret al. (1999) usedthis method
by constrainingthe tomographicinversionwith a priori electron densities obtained in three different ways. They conclude that these constrained inversionsoffer no improvement
over the classicalAbel inversion with the spherical symmetry hypothesis.

In this paperwe presenta modifiedAbel algorithm(similar to the algorithm proposedby Hajj et al., 1994) that
overcomesthe spherical symmetry hypothesis by using the

verticalelectroncontent(TEC) as constraint.

The inversion algorithm
For a given occultation we can write the STEC of each

ray i as a functionof its impactparameterpi (seeFigure 1).
In this way, for all rays in the occultation, a set of spherical

shellslike "onionrings" can be constructed(Leitinger et
a/, 1997), wherethe mean radiusof the shellis the impact
parameter of the ray.
The STEC is related to the electron density N• by:

STEC(p) =

N• . dl

(1)

At this point we supposethat the electron density is sepa-

rable (separabilityhypothesis):

a simplerperformanceand a better verticalresolution(dependingon the data samplingrate). However,two major

N•(LT, •, H) = TEC(LT, •I,) . F(H)

assumptions are necessary in order to use the traditional
Abel inversion technique. The first one is that the elec-

where LT is the local time coordinate, (I) is the latitude, H
is the height, TEC is the vertical total electron content at a

tron distributionmustpresentsphericalsymmetry(i.e. the

point with horizontalcoordinates(LT, q)) and F is a shape
(scaling)function.Taking into accountthat the TEC func-

(2)

tion is the integrated electron density in a vertical direction,

F(h) must verify:
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Table 1. Fractional differencesbetween ionosondefrequenciesand occultation derived frequencies. In each column the first subcolumn correspondsto the separability hypothesis and the second sub-column to the spherical symmetry hypothesis.

Internal

foF2

foF2

comparisons
•11LT
Sep. Sph. Sep. Sph.
# comparisons
30
30
114
114

mean(%)
rms (%)

-0.9
11.0

-3.8
22.2

1.6
8.8

be easilycomputedfrom groundreceiverdata (see,for example,Hernandez-Pajares
eta/., 1999).
Startingfromthe outer ray (p• -- rLEO) , for a givenray
i, where i = 1..., with impa• parameter, p•, its STEC' can

be written in a discreterepresentationas (seeFigure 1):

$TEG'(p,) =

no d•wn occ.
Sep.
Sph.
90
90

0.3
14.1

This formulation for the electron density does not complicate the model excessivelybecause the TEC' function can

foF2

0.0
6.9

foe

d•wn occ.
Sep. Sph.
24
24

-1.8
7.8
11.2 13.6

Sep.
16

8.3
21.5

Sph.
16

-4.2 -14.8
15.0 21.0

than the inherent mismodeling of the spherical symmetry

assumption.Severalauthors(see for exampleHernandezPajareseta/. 1999)haveshownthat the TEC' canbe determined from ground receiverswith errors below a few TECUs

(1TEC'U = 1016el/m2),alsoin low latitudesandfar from
groundreceivers;errors below 10% in the TEC'.
In the implementation of this algorithm we will use as
data the differencesbetween L1 and L2 GPS carrier phases
that are related with the STEC by.

2./,,. TEG'(LT•,,•,,). F(p,)-F

j=,-1li•[TEG'(LT,
j , •,•) + TEG'(LT•'•
•=1
, •,•)]
' F(p•)

LI = L1 - L2 = oz. STEC

+ b

(5)

(4)

along
whereLTi•, LT/'•,(I)i•and(I)'ijarethehorizontal
coordinateswherea = 0.105T•CUandb is a biasterm (constant
of the two intersection points between the ray i and the layer

each GPS-LEO continuousarch of data). This bias term

j.

can be eliminated by making differences with respect to
a reference observation in the arch of data. Furthermore,
equation 4 has to be completed with the contribution to the

This is a triangular linear equation systemthat could be

solvedrecursivelyfor the shapefunctionF(H) and doesnot
require a least square fit, unlike tomographic approaches.

When the TEC' functionis constant(sphericalsymmetry)
(a) PRN09 1995 291 08:50 UT

equation 4 must be equivalent to the classicalAbel inversion, and differencesshould be attributed to the numerical
algorithms.
From equation 4 it is clear that, when sphericalsymmetry
is assumed, variations in the TEC' function affect the estimation of the electron density, especially ff TEC' presents
non-linearities in the horizontal coordinates. But, even if
TEC' is a linear function, there is still a mismodeling related to the variation of the tangent point projection.
There are two possiblescenariosin which this proposed

approachcould fail: (i) A changein the shapefunction
F(h) in the regionof the occultation(dawnoccultations,
ionosphericdisturbances,etc.). However,in this casethe
spherical symmetry approach will give a worse result because changesin the electron density function can be par-

(b) PRN19 1995 291 07:03 Ul-
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1. Layout of the inversionmodel geometry.
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2. Electron densityretrieval with simulatedSTEC and

real geometry: Top panels, for two occultations. Bottom panels
show the relative differences for all occultations, with the two
tested hypotheses.
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computedby an ionosphericmodel (in our casethe International ReferenceIonosphere,IRI, Bilitza, 1990). Thus,
we can compare the results of the inversion with the known
profiles of the reference model.
Figures 2a and 2b show two examples of the recovering
of the model profiles in two of these occultations. In these
examples, the improvement of the separability hypothesis is
clear, particularly at low altitudes. Figures 2c and 2d show

thefractional
differences(
recøverea
ae•sit•-r•/•c•
ae•sit
v
reference
density

.

for the 7 occultations with the two tested algorithms. Again,
the improvement of the separability hypothesis over the
spherical symmetry hypothesis is clear for all occultations.
In the last case fractional errors at low altitudes are usually

o

greater than 50% of the density values. With the proposed

o
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differences fall below 20% also for

the E layer, except for one case, where the fractional dif-

ferenceis greater than 50% in the E layer, althoughthis is
(a) Derived vertical profilesfrom GPS/MET oc-

associated
with the low referencevalue(seeFigure2b), but

cultation data for the Slough iono•onde at 10:00 LT. Ionosonde

still is better than the corresponding spherical symmetry

NmE

case(wherethe fractionaldifferenceis greaterthan 100%).

Figure

3.

and NmF2

value•

are also shown

as vertical

dashed

line•.

(b) Comparisonof foe and foF2 from Sloughionosondeand the
critical frequencies derived from the nearest occultation.

Comparison

with real data

Two types of comparisonshave been made with real data:

STEC of the ionosphere above the LEO. Then, equation 5

(i) internalcomparisons
betweencloseoccultations,and (ii)

can be written

comparisons between derived critical frequencies and close
ionosondemeasurements. The processeddata correspond to
occultations in the Northern Hemisphere on October 18th,
1995. On this date the equatorial crossingtimes of the LEO
orbit are approximately 0000LT and 1200LT, in such a way
that in the Northern Hemisphere the occultations took place

as follows:

[z,,(p,)-

=

+
2-•,,-TEC(LT,,,

•,,)-F(p,)

+ STECA(p,) - STECn

where L•(R) • the datm of the referenceobservation, between0000LT to 1200LT. The first part of this day (EuSTECn • its STEC and STECA is the potion of STEC
ropeanoccultations)has a moderategeomagneticactivity
above the LEO orbit. Before applying the inversion
(meanKp indexof 2.5), whilein the secondpart of the day
gorithm it is necessaryto have a value for the difference (North-Americanoccultations)a geomagnetic
stormoccurs
•T•A(pi)
-- •T•R.
There are severalwaysto obtain with Kp index from 4 to 7. The TEC function was obthis value: (i) if the referenceobservationh• positiveele- tained using data from 80 European and North-American
vation e•h differenced S•C

will have small values, so the

IGS ground receivers following the procedure published by

differencecan be neglected.(ii) One can choosea reference Hernandez-Pajareset al. (1999), usingan horizontalgrid of
value in sucha way that we can make the hypothesisthat the

5x5 degrees.

differenceis zero (th• • the calibratedSTE• of ScAreinet
Internal
comparisons
The ground projection of
et a•. (1999)). Off) Sta•ing •om one of the two preceding an occultation affects to points separated by distances of
hypotheses
(i.e. neg]e•ing the difference)we can estimate several thousands of kilometers. In the spherical symmetry
•he differenceby mea• of an iterative procedure where the
shape •nction • extrapolated above the LEO orbit using
equation 3 • a co•traint.

assumption it is supposedthat all these points share an elec-

tron densityfunctionthat dependsonlyon heightN•(h). By
other hand, the separability hypotesis supposesthat these

pointshavethe sameshapefunctionF(h) in sucha waythat
Results

Comparison

with semi-synthetic

differences between electron density are explained as differencesin the TEC function. A test for the self-consistencyof
these hypothesescan be performed by comparing the results

data

In order to see the improvement of the separability hypothesis over the spherical symmetry hypothesis we make a
first comparison using simulated data from an ionospheric
model. With this ionospheric model we simulate both the
STEC of the occultations and the VIP. We have generated

for close occultations.

This is done for occultations

with hor-

izontaldistances(betweenits NmF2 tangentpoints)of less
than

2000 km and time

differences

of less than

2 hours.

In

this case 30 comparisons can be made. The results in the
comparisonsof the derived F2 critical frequenciesare shown
two setsof semi-synthetic
data (i.e. real geometrybut simu- in the second column of Table 1. Notice that the separalated STEC as is describedbelow)from October18th, 1995: bility hypothesis gives better results than the spherical one
The first one corresponds to a set of 21 European GPS
(an improvement
of 50%).

ground receiversthat allow us to obtain the TEC function.

The

second one is a set of 7 occultations

measured

Comparison

with

ionosonde

measurements

In this comparison we use data from 29 European and
from the GPS/MET receiver(Ware et al., 1995), working North-American ionosondes.Figure 3a comparesthe inversion solution assuming the separability hypothesis for two
at 0.1 Hz, with tangent points in the region where the TEC
is known. In both casesthe rays are real receiver-GPS rays, occultationscloseto the Sloughionosonde(0.6W, 51.5N)
and the electron densities, NInE and NmF2, for the E and
but the STEC of each ray has been substituted by a STEC
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Using the separability hypothesis, the agreement in the

detectionof sporadicE is quitegood(15% in rms), whichis

similar to percentagesin the comparisonof foF2 frequencies
when spherical symmetry is assumed.
ionosonde local time.
Notice that the worst results occur
Finally, we have to stressthat these results correspondto
arounddawn (between0600 and 0800LT) whenthe tempo- one day of midlatitude occultations. More data, including
ral/spatial variationof the F2 critical frequencyis highest low and high latitude data, should be processedto confirm
and the separabilityhypothesis(i.e. sameshapefunction the improvement of this method over the classical Abel inobtained

from

the nearest

occultation

as a function

of the

F(h) for occultationand ionosondelocations)could give

version.

worse results in the transition from night to day.
The

mean

and rms of the fractional

differences

between

critical frequencies from ionosondes and occultations are
summarized in Table 1, columns 3 to 6. In each column
the first sub-column correspondsto the separability assumption and the secondsub-column correspondsto the spherical
symmetry assumption. The third column correspondsto all
the comparisons for the foF2 within i hour and 1200 km;
there are 114 comparisons between ionosondes and occul-

tations with an averagedistanceof 850 km (22 of these
comparisons occur with high geomagnetic activity without
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